CPG-CTMI Time Line
Please find below a time line of events with supporting docs that are available.
1. Between 2006 and 2008 CPG children in the Highway area of Durban are recruited to
the Grace Gospel Church (GGC) – a “partner church” of CTMI in Mauritius.

Recruitment and
Awful Choice.doc

2. Parents are mostly accepting and supportive - unaware of the “unhealthy” nature of
this church. (see early part of testimonies)

3. In July 2008 Rachel Gillon leaves her church in Hillcrest and joins GGC. She changes
overnight from being very positive about her pastor and the church where she grew up to
making serious allegations (“false gospel, gospel with no power, immature church, on broad
road, your pastor is poisoning you etc”) and starts aggressive recruiting for GGC. Her church
leaders visit Basil O Connell Jones (pastor of GGC) over this matter. These leaders are told
they are “pathetic Pharisees” standing in Rachel’s way. That “Christ came to a sword in families
not peace” and “you are scared of losing people because we have something you do not have –
apostolic anointing and revelation”. “Don’t quote scripture verses at us – that is a dead letter”
“Put the book aside and let God speak to your heart” “If the parents are upset Rachel can come
and live with me or her mother Lyn Page”. The youth at Rachel’s church ask the elders to
prevent Rachel’s aggressive recruiting and attacks on the church and people they love. The
elders write a note to Rachel who cries “persecution and harsh treatment”. She also steals emails from her parents and distributes them to GGC members. Shortly afterwards Rachel left
home to live with the Pages and moved to Mauritius.

GGC Short Story - RACHEL GILLON.doc GGC Short Stories Gillons.doc
Browns.doc

4. Clint Archer (pastor of Rachel’s church) takes this story to the local Highway
pastor’s fraternal where various experiences with GGC are exchanged. The pastor of the
largest church in the area expresses the view that GGC is a cult and various pastors share
this information with their churches.
5.

A number of parents hear this warning and start researching cults and start recognising that
their growing misgivings about their children are well founded. They start asking questions and
this alienates their children who all leave their homes to live with GGC members.
Identifying Marks of a Cult
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6. Sean Semple, a pastoral therapist in Hillcrest, interviewed some of these children and
writes a letter of concern to local churches and schools.

7.

Stuart Brown joined GGC in 2006 after being diagnosed with cancer. After marrying Louise and
undergoing major surgery they left for Mauritius despite originally saying he wanted to be near family.
He returned to SA in August 2009 after a brain tumour was discovered. He underwent intensive
treatment and was loved and cared for at home. His father Keith is an elder at Rachel’s church and
when Stuart heard Rachel’s complaints he and Louise left his family home to house sit in a GGC
home and never returned. Nothing was said. Family were devastated. Stuart apologised three months
later for leaving the family in the dark and only after his death was Keith told they left because of the
“active persecution of Rachel”

This remains a deep wound in all the Brown family’s hearts. (See Brown Short Story above)
8. Liezl Steenkamp marries Keegan O Connol Jones without the blessing of her parents.
Liezl’s parents who donated significant sums of money to CTMI leave GGC over this issue.
Members are told not to mix with them.

9. The Concerned Parents Group is formed in March 2009.

10. Howard Silk – Basil Connell Jones’s lifelong friend leaves GGC over allegations that he
lied about Basil telling him that Stuart Brown was kicked out of his home by his father.

11. Stuart Brown dies and folks walk out of the funeral service in significant numbers in
protest at Basil O Connell Jones’s harsh, repetitive and arrogant diatribe for an hour at the
funeral. He subsequently admits Miki Hardy rebuked him for this.
12. Miki Hardy pulls out of a meeting with CPG at the last minute and CPG send their first Group
letter to CTMI leadership. This is ignored after repeated appeals. CPG sends the same note to
all members.

13. CPG launches www.ctmiconcernedparents.com
14. Joy! Magazine is warned about publishing Miki Hardy articles and publishes an article on
cultish churches in October 2009 edition.
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15.
Travis Chaplin and Hayley Goddard leave for Mauritius for the opening of the new church
building

16. Independent on Saturday publishes front page article on 7 November and follow up on 14th

Independent
Newspaper Article.do

17. Hayley Goddard phoned from Mauritius and announced marriage to someone Steve and
Heather have never met. Steve goes to Mauritius. He is prevented from speaking alone with
her and is escorted away in tears by police from an agreed lunch with Hayley. Hayley and Levi
marry secretly with blessing of CTMI even before Steve left the Island.

Letters to Hayley
from Mom and Dad.d

18. Highway pastors send letter to CTMI leadership appealing to them to come to the table and
sort out unsettling developments with an agreed mediator. There is not even the courtesy of a
response but Miki and Audrey on their blogs swipe at them for aligning with CPG

Highway Pastors Apppeal 1.pdf

19. Miki, Audrey, Basil, Keegan, Rachel, Travis, Liezl, Hayley and Levi (those involved with CPG)
simultaneously launch Blogs against CPG which are promoted on Facebook. Also launch
ctmiconcermedparents.org! CPG posts on their forum a sermon by Miki opposing Facebook
and blogs! CPG comments on their blogs are not accepted.
20. Highway Mail publishes a front Page article on Steve Goddard’s trip to Mauritius.
21. Hayley and Levi and others are given notice to leave the island by the authorities or be
deported. They post glowing “spiritual” reasons on their blogs! They do not contact the
Goddards and Steve who attempts to get close to Hayley is told they can have nothing to do
with him unless he withdraws from CPG.
22. Philip Steenkamp withdraws from CTMI after his sister and brother-in-law (Liezl and
Keegan O Connell Jones) tell his parents they will have nothing more to do with them.
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23. Keith Brown receives letter from his son Geoffrey and wife Terri with a range of
allegations and threatening withdrawal of relationship unless he withdraws from CPG.
24. Sean Semple is publically accused of being a fraud and conman. He gives opportunity for
apology which is ignored. Legal proceedings have been instituted

Letter in Defence of
Allegations against Se

25. The Witness publishes front page article in its weekend edition of 6 February.

Witness Articles.doc

26. Carte Blanche approaches CPG and conducts an extensive range of interviews. Flighted on
7th February. ( http://beta.mnet.co.za/carteblanche/Article.aspx?Id=3840&ShowId=1)
27. Howard Silk and Keith Brown Interviewed on East Coast Radio on 8 February.
( http://www.ecr.co.za/kagiso/content/en/east-coast-radio/east-coast-radio-blogs-thebig- breakfast-blog?oid=552200&sn=Detail&pid=234554&Is-it-a-cult-)
28. CTMI pastor in San Diego is reported to the authorities for violation of visa regulations.
(listen to radio programme - http://ctmiconcernedparents.com/TR20100127-163123.wma)
Former members report they left the church after discovering funds were being diverted to
Mauritius. Former hurt members had already posted testimony’s on the forum.

San Diego
Testimonies.doc

29. This pastor cancels a planned trip to USA to renew Visas in February 2010 as he will most
likely be arrested upon arrival.
30. CTMI post on their site the full two hour Carte Blanche interview with Miki Hardy. This
enables CPG to point out blatant deceit, manipulation and avoidance!
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31. Miki Hardy holds a press conference in Mauritius advertising an “open day” to “clear up
misunderstandings”. CPG’s reply is posted on Le Matinal website and on CPG forum.

32. We are informed that Grace Gospel Church, having been expelled from Pinetown High
School, have taken over “Life Design” Church in Pmb and have “big things” planned.
33. Grace Gospel Church is evicted from Assagay Hotel after owner does research. Highway
Mail publishes an article about the mysterious return of members from Mauritius and the
eviction of GGC from the Assagay Hotel.
34. GGC move to the Westville Hotel which receives a flood of protesting e-mails including from
the Westville pastor’s fraternal. They are evicted after holding one service there.
35. Louise Brown and Marc Echstein launched blogs with grave distortions of events. The
Brown family writes privately to them requesting an apology and changes with limited
response from Marc and no response from Louise.

Lou's blog.docx

36. Rachel Gillon simultaneously posts an equally distorted account of events on her
blog. Pastor Clint Archer writes to her regarding proven false allegations regarding himself.
She apologises and says she will remove them which she has not done.

Response to rachel
blog August 2010.do

37. Independent on Saturday publishes two further articles on CPG activity in the community
further testimonies and evictions from venues. Basil OC Jones is quoted saying evictions
occurred because of “lies and unfounded allegations”.

38. Patrick Monasie, a former leader in CTMI, posts a revealing account of his experiences of
manipulation, breaking up families, secret shredding of documents, sterilisations, influence on
government officials and deceit.
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39. CPG post a history of events and achievements on their first anniversary of operation.

40. Travis Chaplin’s visa in Mauritius expires and he informs his parents he will arrive on Friday
26th March. A holiday to Mozambique is planned. On the morning of the 26th his father
fortunately checks mail where Travis apologises for a late change in plans. He says he will be
out of contact and only back in SA after about 3 weeks. His parents are concerned and
after getting no help from CTMI and Mauritian authorities they contacted the CIA in
Mauritius.
They discover Travis flew to Johannesburg the week before. They have no idea of his
whereabouts but suspected he had gone to Zimbabwe with Basil O ‘Connoll-Jones. (Miki recently
told Mauritian press that CTMI believes in family and practices “openness and transparency”)
41. Pressure on local leaders from Travis’s parents yields an immediate call from “out of contact”
Travis. He confirmed he is in Zimbabwe with Basil. He says he did not come home because he
cannot trust parents who lied about them and forced him onto public TV! When his father asked
for one example of a lie, there was no response. Leaders clearly facilitated this vengeful act.
Highway Mail report on this story and local GGC folks write in and blame the parents.
42.

GGC website indicates their involvement with a church in Pietermaritzburg that is meeting at a
school. (The pastor was used to marry Liezl and Keegan O Connell–Jones) CPG attempt to meet
with the school principle in vain. The Witness publishes a full page article on CTMI moving
into Pietermaritzburg. The pastor denies being part of GGC.

43. Rev Bob Kraft, a leading pastor to professional tennis players contacts CPG and tells his story
about his grief at witnessing the luring of Mary Pierce into what he is convinced is a cult –

CTMI!

44. Phil Naessens, a pastor, bible school lecturer and on line discernment ministry specialist
interviews Bob Kraft on this story and makes contact with CPG. He opens a special CTMI page
on his site and conducts interviews with some CPG members . He contacts CTMI leaders for
comment with no reply. ( http://phillyflash.wordpress.com/church-team-ministries-international/)
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45. Gilbert Grant, head of CTMI’s media department posts comments about CPG on their site.
These are highly abusive, unfounded and hurtful. We are likened to Nazi Josef Goebels and are
called a group “bent of evil” and full of “self-righteous waffle and twaddle”. CPG respond on their
forum since their site has disabled the comments feature.

46. The editor of Joy! Magazine, after initially indicating she would review her contract to publish
Miki Hardy, renewed the arrangement and Hardy’s articles continued to appear in every edition.
CPG provided over 100 pages of testimonies and evidence and appealed to her not to provide a
platform for a misleading and false image to be provided. She claimed to have done her own
research and rejected the CPG information. It turned out her investigation consisted of a statement
made by one of the CPG family members in CTMI. She also mentioned the many good things CTMI
are doing. When Focus on The Family also asked questions of JOY!, CPG received an angry and
belligerent letter from the JOY! editor.
47. Basil O Connoll-Jones asks for a meeting with Keith Brown who welcomes this rare and second
approach from a CTMI leader. (The first being the request from Miki Hardy a year previously although he
pulled out at last minute) Keith agrees but is working in Kampala at the time. Upon Keith’s return to

Hillcrest Basil promises to contact Keith upon his return from Botswana. This does not happen so
Keith contacts Basil. A date is eventually agreed but when Keith informs Basil that he plans to bring
his wife with him, Basil cancels the meeting without explanation saying in an sms “maybe another
time”.
48. CPG monitor and analyse the content of CTMI “Leaders Conferences” in Durban, Bulawayo,
Nairobi, Alice Springs and Kampala.

49. A shocking story emerges as a foster child raised in CTMI elders’ home posts on the CPG forum
her sad account of being sexually abused. Her son, now a young adult and practicing Christian,
meets with Miki Hardy and suffers a severe case of verbal abuse and bullying. (the meeting was
recorded). They ask CPG to intervene on their behalf. Letters written to leaders are ignored. There are
some replies to information sent to members. Audrey Hardy replies publically on her blog. To date
there has been no closure or apology despite the victim contacting the perpetrator directly.
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50. Shortly after the letter to CTMI leaders Rachel Gillon called her parents in Durban from
Mauritius and angrily told them she wants nothing more to do with them. She was the last of the
core CPG family who had not yet done this. An obvious retaliation for the CPG challenges regarding
the rape case.

51. Letters with a summary of verified allegations are sent out to pastors in Durban and the 2011
Durban CTMI conference is poorly attended. However their reports grossly exaggerate attendance as
being ”150 pastors from 100 churches”.

CTMI Allegations and Concerns 2011.pdf

52. CPG embark on a strategy of raising awareness with “Christian” media. This after it becomes
clear that CTMI have a definite strategy to present themselves as “normal, successful, charismatic,
protestant church” in public. They do this to draw unsuspecting and gullible folks into their movement.
However internally, they maintain their steadfast isolationist stand. Almost every communication
includes “the church today is sick, weak, worldly, backslidden, has no foundation, is lost, luke-warm,
has no gospel to change lives, has many false doctrines etc”, along with “we have the only true
gospel with power by apostolic anointing and revelation, along with the leaders who live this gospel
in reality before the members”. Letters are sent to Sonshine radio in Perth who had interviewed the
Hardys, TBN, Highway Radio, Nu Radio in Mauritus, and Trans World Radio.
Sonshine radio (Perth) conducted their own independent research and their programme director sent
CPG an apology and acknowledgement that CTMI are a fringe and cultish group.
Highway Radio responded with questions and after a meeting with CPG members also
expressed concern and support. (And indicated that CTMI had offered to buy them!!)
Transworld Radio (TWR - the largest Christian broadcasting network in the world) also conducted their
own investigation and denied the CTMI website claims that TWR were broadcasting their programmes.
A senior director wrote officially to CPG stating that they had never broadcast CTMI programmes. TWR
had been approached by CTMI but after investigation turned away because of “concerns”. TWR’s

official letter of denial was sent to CTMI’s media guru – Gilbert Grant – without reply.
TBN, after numerous appeals fell on deaf ears, eventually replied with a one liner saying they saw
no reason to withdraw Hardy from their schedule. (This after evidence of rape was provided!?)
Nu Radio in Mauritius replied saying they did not want to be involved and were only interested in
unity and propagating the gospel. When CPG replied that that was the very reason why they had
written there was no reply. Nu Radio are now CTMI’s official mouthpiece, accompanying them for
the broadcast all conferences and special meetings.
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3. CPG collect the email addresses of 1000’s of South African Churches and send them a letter
from Steve Goddard appealing for them to write to JOY! Magazine requesting that Miki
Hardy no longer be supported and published. Georgiou sends a reply to some pastors as
well as a testimony of Hayley Goddard. CPG replies.

Steve Goddard Letter to Churches.pdf

General and Specific Response To Erin Georgiou.pdf

Hayley JOY - CPG response 1.pdf

54. In July 2011 CTMI were exposed in a deceitful cover up and fraudulent land deal in
Waterfall South Africa where they have been looking to build a church and community for many
years. Residents wage a war against rezoning and reported the matter to the authorities. They go to
the press on the matter. CTMI hold a PR meeting with neighbours to try to win them over after
misleading them for a year! They admit having to cover up to avoid CPG.

Breaking News Fraud post.docx

Independent on

Land Deal 2 - The Cover Up Meeting.pdf

Saturday Article Oct 2

55. Sean Semple wins libel case against CTMI and legal costs are paid. (See item 24)
56. As of May, Miki Hardy has not been published in Joy Magazine in 2012. In addition, after
further complaints TBN eventually announce that Miki Hardy will no longer be on TBN. (See 52
& 53 above)
57. In April 2012 after protracted efforts by grandparents and initial conditions of “if you leave CPG”,
Hayley Goddard eventually agrees to meet unconditionally with her parents. This, after living for
over two years in the same community without contact. Lynn Page, Hayley’s mother in law and
leader in local CTMI church, admits to Steve Goddard her role in preventing Hayley from contact with
her parents and apologises. He is blessed and shares this information with close friends and family.
However in a subsequent meeting she denies ever having made this admission and apology.
58. Rachel Gillon announces engagement to Jean-Marc Piat. They marry in April 2012. In stark
contrast to the Goddard’s who didn’t even know about Hayley’s wedding, Rachel’s parents are
treated like royalty in Mauritius.
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59. Missionaries from Australia in Mauritius – the Serret family – post a prayer request on their
blog asking for wisdom and strength in dealing with the challenges posed by mega church
CTMI. They face a barrage of abuse with harsh and foul language and some authoritarian advice from
CTMI supporters. CPG members join in and defend the Serrets and biblical truth.

Serret Missionary
Blog Posts.pdf

60. CPG raise awareness with the Bible Society in Durban where CTMI are holding pastor’s
fellowship meetings. After thorough research the director of the Bible Society informed CTMI that if
these allegations are true they can no longer use the facility. However he graciously offered CTMI
the opportunity to defend the allegations in a meeting with him and CPG members. CTMI leaders ask
for a private meeting with him which the director refused. They simply returned to using SABC
premises with no further communication.

Posts on refusal to Engage - 2012.pdf

61. CPG raise awareness among evangelical churches in Sarasota Florida USA where CTMI
attempt to grow a church near to the IMG sports centre where the Hardy grandchildren are in
training. Mary Pierce is involved in coaching there. A pastor involved with the sports centre reports
recruiting for CTMI.
62. A young believer in Paris informed us of his grief at his parents being enamoured with Miki
Hardy and appeals for help and information to raise awareness among evangelical churches in Paris.
63. Scouts SA investigates CTMI after they hired their hall in Robin Hills Johannesburg to CTMI.
Their Gauteng Director after discussion informed a CPG member that they will terminate the
arrangement. However he leaves this to local Robin Hills Scout management who ignore CPG warnings
and hire their Hall to CTMI. The scout leader states in correspondence that there are no current
examples of concerning behaviour from CTMI and that they need the funds. CPG replies citing many
current examples and pointing out that serious previous concerns remain unaddressed.

Scout letter.pdf

64. Mail and Guardian published an article in December 2012 on CTMI ministry in Robin
Hills Johannesburg

Mail & Guardian
Article Dec 2012.pdf
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65. The grandson of a pastor in Zimbabwe is devastated when his long standing girlfriend breaks
off their planned engagement a week after attending the CTMI church. Typically she was
immediately influenced to “go to Mauritius”. A familiar pattern. Another broken relationship on the
exclusive altar of “this gospel”. The young lady is now engaged to marry Travis Chaplin.
66. The press in Mauritius report an investigation into the activities of a “charitable trust” run by a
wealthy South African. They claim this trust has been using NGO legislation to fraudulently avoid
tax on hugely profitable real estate deals. They are supposed to only be involved in charity. This
trust appointed the CEO of PAWS (Audrey’s animal welfare NGO) who have been the only recipient
of this trust’s “charity”. Another case of a front organisation being used to avoid tax – like in the SA
fraud case under investigation by SARS? Coinciding with these allegations are investigations into
fraud in the department granting work permits and permanent residence in Mauritius. We are aware of
undue influence in this department by the Hardys. The opposition leader in Mauritius mentioned this
as a serious issue in a recent press conference

PAWS Scandal June

Paws Fraud 2.pdf

PAWS Fraud 3.pdf

67. It came to our attention towards the end of 2012 that CTMI folks were “giving up all” to go to
Mauritius to attend the Impact School of Ministry. “IMPACT SCHOOL OF CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES IS A
VOCATIONAL, BIBLE AND MINISTERIAL TRAINING CENTRE OFFERING VARIOUS STUDY PROGRAMS AT COLLEGE
AND UNIVERSITY LEVEL.” There was no obvious CTMI link so our team investigated and discovered this

was advertised as an international qualification but to be administered and delivered via the CTMI church
property in Curepipe with a CTMI pastor on the board. We were suspicious that this was yet another
means of attracting foreign talent and cheap labour to CTMI via study visas. (Our own children were lured
to Mauritius on the basis of attending “bible school”. The “school” very soon ceased and “students” were
deployed on the Trianon building site.) A website and Facebook page were launched with promise of an
amazing launch in January 2013. This has been repeatedly postponed until recently a communique on
Facebook indicated that the relevant authorities have not responded favourably and the school will not
open in 2013. Why advertise and take admissions before finalising permission from government? We
have heard that folks are coming home and, despite a big Impact sign on the building, there is nothing
happening. The Impact School of Ministry Facebook page seems to have become an information page for
Nu Radio.

Impact School of
Ministry.pdf

68. CPG posts a summary of their experience and learnings since the first anniversary of forming.
(See item 39 for first summary)

The Past and the
Future after Three an

69. A brother from CTMI church in Paris posts a detailed, moving and insightful testimony after
leaving the church. His experience is remarkably similar to all ex members and his analysis of the
cultishness of CTMI aligns very closely with all objective , biblical and orthodox views on CTMI.
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Paris Testimony.pdf

70. Update on Land Fraud issue (see item 54). Selby Mpofu (Kurai Consulting) was required by SARS
to pay the outstanding transfer fees or face prosecution. Yet we have evidence he told CTMI members that
there was a misunderstanding and that his organisation is exempt and that SARS owed him! The lawyer
involved in the process was reported to the Law Society and is still under examination as the seller has
alleged in an affidavit that there are fraudulent signatures in the documentation involved. The lawyer is
claiming an “honest mistake” and blamed CPG for pressure on her client. This seems to be the obvious
effect of briefing from Mpofu. CPG have never had any interaction with this lawyer.

CTMI have not been able to do anything on the site because neighbours objected to the rezoning.
The hearing was finally held in May 2013. The local Hillcrest Fever newspaper reported “Lawyers for
the applicant, Kurai Consulting flatly denied the intended formation of a church and argued that
the neighbour’s claim was based on speculation and conjecture.” Lawyers lying for CTMI!! We have a
recording of the infamous meeting with neighbours where Neil Martin admitting to be a church and
planning to have church services. (Item 54)

Land Fraud
Update.pdf

71. A Trans World Radio director contacted us in August 2013 saying that CTMI were again
seeking to broadcast on their network. (See Item 52 above). He asked for any information that
may assist them. We sent updates of events in 2012 and 2013 as recorded above. We told them that
after four years, CTMI still had not met with us and were persisting in their denial of all allegations as
lies and persecution. Our children remain distant from us and ensconced in the movement. Their
exclusive teachings had not changed. TWR investigated and decided to continue with their decision
of not broadcasting Miki Hardy and CTMI. CTMI persisted in trying other avenues of access to TWR
until senior TWR executives were forced to send a formal letter to key CTMI players.
72. Like international and SA business - CTMI have stepped up their “Scramble for Africa” in 2013.
(There is a growing middle class in Africa with growing wealth.) Leadership Conferences (see item
48) have been held in Mauritius, Kenya, Tanzania, DRC, Soweto, Durban, Zimbabwe, Seychelles,
Madagascar and Botswana. Ivory Coast and Cameroon are planned for October! CPG analysed their
reports and found various versions of the exact same message repeated as in all previous
conferences.
•

The Apostle Paul had authority and anointing to lay foundations in the early church

•

Miki has the same “apostolic anointing and revelation” to be a “master builder”

•

Without coming under or “catching” this “anointing and revelation of the gospel of the
cross” pastors are lost, weak and without protection from the world and heresies

•

Sacrifice your little independent Kingdoms and programmes and join CTMI and become
grounded and founded in relationship with leaders who really care for you!
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•

Be prepared to walk the road of repentance, suffering, obedience and giving.

And always conference delegates (many who attended the previous one!) are once again
“confronted” , “amazed” and in awe of Miki and Audrey!
73. We are informed that CTMI have put the Waterfall property on the market. After all the
controversy and investment in the land itself, clearing it, paying someone to live on the property,
lawyer’s fees etc, etc – they walk away shortly after securing the education zoning they desired??
(See item 54 and 70) This can only be because their original intention of land to build their own
place of worship was thwarted. And maybe they have shifted their attention away from the Highway
area, where they have attracted much negative publicity, to the Durban area.
74. After a significant period of “silence” and non-involvement on the part of CPG, we were
contacted in early 2017 by a distraught, young, single mother in Paris. She has shared her sad
story of how her minor daughter has been “stolen/kidnapped” from her and kept in Mauritius for 2
years even though she was born in France and has French papers. She has been cut off
completely and has been unable to communicate with her daughter. We have put her in touch with
international cult organizations and lawyers as well as a contact with influence in Mauritius. We
await the outcome of this case. Yet another family devastation.
75. In April 2018 we noted concerted attempts to “let’s let bygones be bygones” from CTMI.
•

The Steenkamps – received a request for a meeting from Basil O Connel Jones and in the
meeting were asked if all was now good between them. (Their daughter was married to
Basil’s son without their blessing in 2009 resulting in the Steenkamps leaving the church
and a strained relationship since then). They told Basil that there could be no resolution
until acknowledgement and apology from CTMI leaders for the many clear allegations made
by CPG.

•

Howard Silk (Basil’s friend of over 30 years - now estranged for 10 years) received a phone
call from a film studio in Mauritius requesting his involvement in a movie about Basil’s life.
After uncovering that they lied about being part of CTMI, Howard told them this was not
possible as they were estranged. The last words Basil spoke to Howard were “you are a liar
with a twisted heart from the pit of hell”.

•

Basil then requested a meeting with Howard where he indicated that all previously
estranged people were now reconciled but for Howard. Howard offered to play a voice mail
from the Steenkamps which indicated the opposite. Basil refused. Howard also indicated
that as far as he was aware, others like the Browns and Goddards, while enjoying contact
with their family, would deny that there was any reconciliation with CTMI. He said that for
him personally reconciliation was only possible with acknowledgement and repentance from
Basil and other leader’s for all the allegations often repeated by the CPG. These were
clearly repeated in the conversation. Basil left, accusing Howard of harboring bitterness and
unforgiveness.

•

Dr Clint Archer, pastor of Hillcrest Baptist Church where Keith Brown serves with Clint as an
elder, was approached by Andrew Langworthy (son of CTMI pastor in Bulawayo) while
attending a Hillcrest Baptist Youth meeting. He probed Clint’s views on CTMI for two hours
and discovered they are exactly the same as CPG. He then suggested that Clint “have
coffee with Basil”. Clint declined, indicating that in the last meeting with Basil (2009) he was
accused of being a “pathetic Pharisee” jealous of CTMI who had “apostolic anointing and
revelation”. He also indicated his view that all the allegations were fact and not opinion as
indicated by Andrew and encouraged him to research the available material for himself.
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•

The Goddards an appeal from their daughter and son-in-law (Hayley and Levi Page) to sign
a document that would enable them to return to Mauritius after their being deported in 2010.
The parents declined this often-repeated appeal with the same reason they have always
provided. “None of the awful things caused by your leaders (mainly when dad visited
Mauritius) have been acknowledged. We have never received an apology. Until that
happens we cannot sign anything. We will not and cannot pretend those things never
happened.” In a hurtful response, painfully reminiscent of what happened in the very early
days when the daughter refused to join the family on the normal family holiday, this CTMI
couple have requested the cancelation of a planned birthday celebration at a private
Botswana game reserve. Another despicable example of using close family relationships
as bargaining chips to manipulate their own agenda.

76. In May 2018, it has come to our attention that a property and building in Kloof, previously
rented by another church, has been purchased by CTMI via a front company to avoid their name
being involved. Much like their previous surreptitious attempts to secure land in Waterfall. Pastors in
the area have again expressed concern, much like they did nine years ago when they wrote to CTMI
leadership without even the courtesy of an acknowledgement, let alone a reply.
77. We received news from Patrick Monasie, a former CTMI member and leader who left for the
island of Rodriguez, that the pastor of CTMI in Rodriguez is under investigation for misuse of
funds. We are awaiting further information in this regard.
78. The Goddards, mentioned in 75 above, received a letter from their daughter and her husband (a
pastor in CTMI Botswana) saying that because not signing the request to allow them back into
Mauritius is evidence of “bitterness and unforgiveness” all contact with these loving parents and
grandparents will now cease. Sadly, this is repeated evidence of the standard cultish practice of
alienation from family members that triggered the formation of CPG in the first place.
79. We became aware that CTMI were targeting churches in Cape Town and Miki Hardy held a
breakfast for pastors at the Strand golf course late in 2018. This in preparation for a BUILD pastors
conference in 27 Feb – 2 March 2019. CPG raised awareness among churches in Cape Town.
80. CPG relaunched a new comprehensive website on www.ctmiconcernedparents.com

81. DSTV Channel 146 contacted CPG after deciding to flight a series investigating a significant
number of fringe religious groups and cults. They had found Sean Semple’s thesis on CTMI and this
led them to press articles and our website. They decided to include CTMI. The series is called
“Openbarings” (Revelations) and is hosted by the famous Afrikaans actress, Sandra Prinsloo.
Howard Silk (ex - member), Victoria John (journalist) and Keith Brown (parent) were interviewed. Dr
Clint Archer, pastor of Hillcrest Baptist Church, who has had personal experience of CTMI, was
selected for the panel of experts who evaluated all the groups. CTMI leaders were invited but
declined. The show was flighted on 4 Feb 2019. Despite leaders’ awareness and refusal to
participate there was some fall out from family members in Mauritius outraged that they were not
informed or permission sought to mention them. (None of our children in CTMI were mentioned by
name)
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82. Geoffrey Brown, involved in the Johannesburg CTMI church, informed his father, Keith
Brown, that he too was following the example of Levi Page (see item 78). This after spending
three months in Mauritius. After a few years of regular interaction and holidays shared together, the
Browns will no longer have contact with their son, daughter-in-law and precious grandchildren. As
described on Openbarings, a heartbreaking separation “worse than death”. Keith was aware of this
risk all along and mentioned this in the interview. Keith appealed for the engagement he has been
requesting for 10 years, begging to be shown which of all the allegations is false and why. He said
he wished what he knew could be proved wrong so that normal and close family relationships could
be restored. This was refused. The mysterious, mindless non-engagement, sadly typical of all cults,
that we have encountered with our children and their leaders since this whole saga unfolded.
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